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If A is a fixed abelian group with endomorphism ring E, then for any group G,
 .  .let G* s Hom G, A and for any E-module M, let M* s Hom M, A . TheE
evaluation map s : G ª G** is defined in the usual way and G is A-reflexive ifG
s is an isomorphism. This is strongly related to the question of whether A isG
slender as an E-module, and we discuss the p-groups for which this holds. In some
important cases, G** can be viewed as the completion of G in a linear topology. It
is known that if A s [ Z n, and G is a p-group of non-measurable cardinality,pn
then G** can be identified with the completion of G in the [ -topology, and wec
provide a generalization of this result. We also show that for any group N of
 .non-measurable cardinality there is a group G such that G**rs G ( N.G
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1. INTRODUCTION
We begin by fixing some notation. If E is a ring and j - v, let E be aj
copy of E, P s  E and for every m - v, let P s  E : P.j- v j m mF j j
 .Next let e g P have a 1 in the jth spot and 0's elsewhere. A left or rightj
E-module A is slender if for every E-module homomorphism f : P ª A,
 .there is an m such that f P s 0. This is equivalent to requiring that form
 .every such f, f e s 0 for all but finitely many j. This is also equivalentj
to the condition that the natural homomorphism
A ( Hom E , A ª Hom E , A .[ [ E j E j /  /
j-v j-v j-v
be an isomorphism.
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When A is an abelian group referred to henceforth simply as a
.``group'' , and we say A is E-slender, then we mean that A is slender as a
 .module over its endomorphism ring E s Hom A, A . Note that if X is
any totally invariant subgroup of A, then we can speak of whether or not
X or ArX is slender as an E-module. We will mostly be concerned with
p-primary groups, where p is a prime fixed for the duration. So, for
w xexample, all heights will be computed with respect to p. In 12 the
E-slender primary groups were considered, and it was asked whether there
is an alternative description of this class. In particular, it was shown that
for an unbounded separable p-group A, if A is E-slender, then A fails to
be torsion-complete, and it was conjectured that the converse of this
proposition is also valid. We give this conjecture an affirmative answer, so
that we have a complete description of all separable E-slender primary
groups. We also show that if A is any reduced p-group which is not
torsion-complete, then A is E-slender iff the Ulm subgroup pvA is
slender as an E-module.
The above notions are strongly related to the formation of a certain
dual. If we fix the group A, then for an arbitrary group G, G* s
 .Hom G, A is a left E-module, where once again E is the endomorphism
ring of A. Furthermore, if M is an arbitrary left E-module such as A,
.  .itself then we can form M* s Hom M, A , which is an abelian group.E
The evaluation map gives a natural homomorphism s : G ª G**, and GG
is A-reflexive if this homomorphism is an isomorphism.
Note that if G s [ A, then G* ( P, and it is easy to check that A isv
E-slender iff G is A-reflexive. If, in addition, A has non-measurable
cardinality, then it follows, for any non-measurable index set I, that
 .  . Hom  E, A is naturally isomorphic to [ Hom E, A ( [ A see,E I EI I
w x.for example, 94.4 of 3 . This implies that [ A is A-reflexive, and so anyI
summand of [ A is A-reflexive.I
We can also view these considerations from the perspective of topologi-
cal completion. Suppose T is a collection of subgroups of the group G
giving a neighborhood base of 0 in a linear topology. The completion of G
Äin this topology, which we denote by G, can be identified with the inverse
 .limit of the quotients GrX X g T . There is a natural homomorphism
Ät : G ª G which is injective iff G is Hausdorff in the topology and anG
isomorphism iff G is complete. A well-known and straightforward compu-
tation shows that if every homomorphism G ª A is continuous where
.  .A has the discrete topology and every quotient GrX X g T is A-
Ä reflexive, then G can be identified with the A-double dual G** see
.Proposition 2.2 .
The [ -topology on the p-group G uses the collection of subgroupsc
X : G such that GrX is S-cyclic as a neighborhood base of 0 a p-group
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. w xis S-cyclic if it is isomorphic to a direct sum of cyclic groups . In 11 it was
observed that if A s [ Z n and G has non-measurable cardinality,pn- v
then the two conditions of the last paragraph are satisfied, so that the
[ -completion agrees with the A-double dual. In this work we present ac
generalization: a p-group Y is pvqn-projective if it has a subgroup
w n x  v .P : Y p such that YrP is S-cyclic so a S-cyclic group is p -projective .
The pvqn-projecti¨ e topology on a group G utilizes the subgroups X : G
such that GrX is pvqn-projective. If H is a countable group whose a th
Ulm invariant is v unless a ) v q n, in which case it is 0, then we show
that the pvqn-projective topology satisfies the above two conditions with
respect to H. It follows that when G has non-measurable cardinality, the
completion of G with respect to the pvqn-projective topology agrees with
the H-double dual.
w xFinally, in 2, 15 , duality with respect to the group A s Z is discussed
extensively. One important question which is given considerable attention
 .regards the possible structure of the group X**rs X . We address theX
corresponding question in the context of the [ -topology by showing thatc
Ä  .for any p-group N there is a p-group X such that Xrt X ( N. ItX
follows from this that if A s [ Z n , and N is a p-group of non-pn- v
measurable cardinality, then there is a p-group X such that X**r
 .s X ( N, since in this case A-double duals agree with [ -completions.X c
It is noteworthy that we are able to prove this result by an interesting
construction using the torsion product, whereas in the case of Z-duals,
several non-trivial techniques from set theory and sheaf theory are em-
ployed. In particular, it is shown that whenever B is torsion-complete and
vM is a p-group such that Mrp M is S-cyclic, the torsion product of B
and M is [ -complete.c
There is another perspective from which to view the last construction. In
w x 10 it was shown that the [ -topology is not completable contrary to ac
Äw x.claim in 1 ; in other words, the topology the completion G inherits from
Ä  .the natural embedding G :  GrX may not agree with the [ -topologyc
Ä Ä  .on G. To verify this, a p-group G was constructed so that Grt G was aG
 w xdirect sum of copies of Z in 1 it was claimed that this quotient had to bep
.divisible . What we are verifying, then, is that not only are non-divisible
quotients possible, but that these quotients take on any conceivable
structure.
w xAny notation or terminology not specifically defined can be found in 3 .
We will also utilize without extensive comment some elementary results on
w xvaluated groups and vector space, which can be found in 14, 4 . Finally, we
will utilize the theory of pa-purity, for which a good summary can be
w xfound in 9 .
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1. E-SLENDER PRIMARY ABELIAN GROUPS
If l is a limit ordinal, then the l-topology on a group A uses p bA for
b - l as a neighborhood base of 0. This also induces a topology on any
subgroup of A, such as the socle. We mention the following result:
w xLEMMA 1.1. Suppose A is a group with endomorphism ring E. If A p is a
w n xslender E-module, then A p is also slender for e¨ery positi¨ e integer n.
w x w n xSimilarly, if l is a limit ordinal and A p is l-complete, then A p is
l-complete for e¨ery n.
Proof. We induct on n. If n s 1 the result follows by hypothesis. If the
result holds for n y 1 G 1, then induction applied to the sequence of
E-modules,
ny1 n ny1w x w x0 ª A p ª A p ª p A p ª 0,
yields the result.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose A is a p-group of length l q n, where l is a
 l .w xlimit ordinal of countable cofinality, n - v, and Arp A p is complete in
the topology induced by the l-topology. Then A is not E-slender.
Proof. Suppose x is a sequence in A of elements of order pnq1 suchj
 .  .  l .w nq1 xthat ht x is strictly increasing to l. If s g P, then since Arp A pj j
 . l lis complete,  s x is a well-defined element of Arp A. Since p A :j j j
w n x l w n x nA p , there is a composition Arp A ª ArA p ( p A : A, and we let
 ..  .f s be the image of  s x under this homomorphism. Since forj j j j
n .each j, f e s p x / 0, it follows that A is not E-slender.j j
COROLLARY 1.3. A reduced, unbounded pvqn-pure injecti¨ e in the cate-
gory of abelian p-groups is not E-slender.
Proof. If A satisfies these hypotheses, then A has length between v
v and v q n, and Arp A is torsion-complete see, for example, Lemma 3 of
w x.7 , so the result follows from Proposition 1.2.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose A is a reduced p-group with endomorphism
w xring E. Then A is E-slender iff A p is a slender E-module.
w xProof. If A is E-slender, then A p is totally invariant, and hence a
slender E-module.
w xSuppose now that A p is a slender E-module, so that by Corollary 1.3,
w k xA p is a slender E-module for each k - v. Suppose f : P ª A is an
w xE-module homomorphism. Since A is a reduced p-group by 46.1 of 3 ,
 .  .E s Hom A, A is algebraically compact. It follows that f P is a reduced
w x  . w k xtorsion, cotorsion group. By 40.3 of 3 there is a k such that f P : A p .
w k x  .Since A p is a slender E-module, f P s 0 for some m - v, whichm
implies that A is E-slender.
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w xLEMMA 1.5. Suppose A and H are p-groups, x g A p has finite height,
w x  .and y g H p . Then there is a homomorphism s : A ª H such that s x s y
 .  .iff ht x F ht y .A H
 . nProof. Suppose n s ht x , g g A, satisfies p g s x, and h g H satis-A
n  : w x  :fies p h s y. Then X s g is a cyclic summand of A with X p s x .
 :There is clearly a composition A ª X ( h : H of the required form.
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose A is an unbounded reduced p-group with endo-
morphism ring E. Then A is E-slender iff pvA is a slender E-module and A is
not torsion complete.
Proof. Suppose first that A is E-slender. It follows that pvA is a
slender E-module since it is totally invariant. In addition, it follows from
Corollary 1.3 that A is not torsion-complete.
Assume now that pvA is a slender E-module and A is not torsion-
complete, but A fails to be E-slender. By Proposition 1.4, there is an
w x  .E-module homomorphism f: P ª A p such that f P / 0 for everym
v  . vm - v. Since p A is slender, if f P : p A, then there is a k G m suchm
 .that f P s 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we may assumek
 . vf P ­ p A for every m - v. Using a standard argument, then, we maym
 . vassume f e f p A for every k - v. Modifying f slightly, we mayk
  .. w xclearly assume ht f e has minimal height in A p .0
If n - v, then A s B [ H , where B is a maximal pn-boundedn n n
summand of A and t is the projection of A onto B . We may clearlyn n
arrange these decompositions such that whenever n - m, B : B ,n m
H = H .n m
vLet A be the torsion completion of Arp A, r : A ª A be the natural
w xhomomorphism, and y g A p . Note that for each n, t induces a homo-n
morphism A ª B , which we also denote by t . Let i be a strictlyn n n
  ..increasing sequence of finite ordinals such that i s ht f e and for all0 0
  ..  .n - v, i G ht f e . Next, let y s t y and for every n ) 0, letn n 0 i1
 .  .y s t y y t y g B l H . By Lemma 1.5 there is a homomor-n i i i inq 1 n nq1 n
  ..phism s g E whose image is in B l H such that s f e s y .n i i n n nnq 1 n
 .Now let S s s , s , s , . . . , so that for each n - v,0 1 2
t y y t f S s t y y f t S .  . .  .i i i in n n n
s y q y q ??? qy y f s , s , . . . , s , 0 . . . . .0 1 ny1 0 1 ny1
s y q y q ??? qy y s f e .0 1 ny1 0 0
y s f e y ??? ys f e s0. .  .1 1 ny1 ny1
  .. w x  w x.This implies that y s r f S . Therefore, A p : r A p . It follows
w x  w x.easily that A p s r A p and hence that A s A. This contradiction
proves the result.
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The following are immediate consequences of the last theorem; the first
w xanswers affirmatively a conjecture of 12 .
COROLLARY 1.7. An unbounded separable p-group is E-slender iff it is not
torsion-complete.
COROLLARY 1.8. If A is a reduced p-group which is not torsion-complete
with endomorphism ring E, then A is E-slender iff pvA is a slender E-module.
In view of Proposition 1.4, it might be tempting to conjecture that the
E-slenderness of a p-group A could be reduced to a consideration of the
w xstructure of A p as a valuated vector space. In fact, Corollary 1.7 implies
that this is valid for separable groups. However, we have the following:
PROPOSITION 1.9. There are abelian p-groups A and A , ha¨ing isometric1 2
 .socles, such that A is E s Hom A , A -slender and A is not E s1 1 1 1 2 2
 .Hom A , A -slender.2 2
Proof. Let A be a reduced totally projective group of length v q 11
such that for every a F v, the a th Ulm invariant of A is c s 2/ 0. By a1
w x nresult of 12 , A is E -slender. On the other hand, if B ( [ [ Z ,1 1 pi- c n- v
vq1w xand A s BrB p , then A is p -injective, and hence not E -slender.2 2 2
w x w xFinally, both A p and A p are free valuated vector spaces with1 2
identical decompositions, hence are isometric.
2. ON pvqn-PROJECTIVE GROUPS
PROPOSITION 2.1. If A is an unbounded pvq1-projecti¨ e p-group, then A
is E-slender iff pvA is zero or infinite. This fails for pvq2-projecti¨ es.
v w xProof. If p A / 0 is finite, then by 3.3 of 12 , A is not E-slender.
Conversely, suppose A is a reduced, unbounded pvq1-projective group. If
pvA s 0, then A is E-slender by Corollary 1.7. If pvA is infinite, then by a
w x  .result of 5 , A ( A9 [ [ L , where A9 is separable and each L is ai ii- v
dsc of length v q 1. If K s A9 [ L and for each 0 - i - v, K s L ,0 0 i i
then for each m - v we claim that [ K has no subgroups which areii-
totally invariant in A. Suppose J is a subgroup of [ K and x g J hasii- m
order p. If x has finite height, then by Lemma 1.5 there is a homomor-
 .phism s : A ª L with s x / 0. If x has infinite height, then x gm
[ pvL and from the general properties of totally projective groupsii- m
 .there is a homomorphism s : A ª L with s x / 0. It follows from them
w xmain result of 12 that A is E-slender.
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We now turn to the last statement. Notice that we have already shown
that if A is E-slender, then pvA is zero or infinite. We aim to produce a
pvq2-projective group such that pvA is a direct sum of an infinite number
of copies of Z and such that every f g E restricts to multiplication byp
some integer n on pvA.f
Assuming for the moment that we have produced such an A, the proof
 .easily follows: The assignment F: E ª Z given by F f s n is a surjec-p f
tive ring homomorphism. Since Z is a field, pvA is non-slender as ap
 .Z -module there are no non-trivial slender modules over a field . There-p
fore, there is a composition
F v6g : P s E Z ª p A j p
v v
 .such that g e / 0 for every j, showing that A is not E-slender.j
To produce our group, let M be an unbounded separable p-group with
k w x k w xthe property that for any valuated homomorphism f : p M p ª p M p
m w xthere is an integer m G k such that f restricted to p M p is multiplica-
 w x.tion by an integer for example, see page 3451 of 8 . Next, let N be an
unbounded separable group such that pN ( M, and let B be a basic
w 2 x w x 2subgroup of N. Note that W s N p rB p is a p -bounded valuated
group, so there is a group A containing W such that ArW is a direct sum
of cyclics and the valuation on W agrees with that induced by the height
function on A.
w x w x  . v w x  .Note that N p rB p ( W v s p A p is infinite, and that WrW v
w xis a valuated vector space which is isometric to M p . If f : A ª A is a
homomorphism, it induces a homomorphism f : ArpvA ª ArpvA. If we1 f1v v6w x  .consider the composition M p ( WrW v : Arp A Arp A ª
w x w xArW, and let K be its kernel, it follows from Theorem 1 of 4 that M p
is the valuated sum K [ L, where L is a free valuated vector space. By the
w x construction of M p , L must be bounded otherwise projection onto
.some summand will not eventually be multiplication by an integer . If
 . k w xL k s 0, then it follows that f induces a homomorphism p M p ª
k w xp M p , so that there is an integer m G k, for which this homomorphism
agrees with multiplication by the integer n. Now, if x is an arbitrary
v  .element of p A, then there is a y g W m such that py s x. It follows
 . v  .  . that f y s ny q z for some z g P A. Therefore, f x s pf y s p ny q
.  .z s n py s nx. In other words, for any homomorphism f : A ª A there
vis an integer n such that f restricted to p A is multiplication by n.
Recall that for a fixed group A with endomorphism ring E, the A-dual
 .of a group G is the E-module G* s Hom G, A and the A-dual of an
 .E-module M is M* s Hom M, A . There is a natural homomorphismE
f : G ª G** and G is A-reflexi¨ e iff f is an isomorphism. The followingG G
 w x.is essentially well known see, for example, 11 .
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a group with a linear topology for which T is
a neighborhood base of 0. If A is a group with the discrete topology such that
 .  .1 GrX is A-reflexi¨ e for each X g T and 2 e¨ery homomorphism G ª A
Äis continuous, then G** can be identified with G, the completion of G in this
topology.
Proof. Consider the following:
ÄG ( lim GrX ( lim GrX ** ( lim GrX * * ( G**. .  . .  /¤ ¤ ª
 .The first isomorphism is by definition, condition 1 implies the second
isomorphism, the third isomorphism follows from general properties of
 .inverse limits, and condition 2 implies the last isomorphism. The result
follows.
Let T be the linear topology determined by the pvqn-projective groupsn
 .so T is the [ -topology ; in other words, for a group G the neighborhood0 c
 .base of 0, which we denote by T G , consists of the subgroups X such thatn
GrX is pvqn-projective. Finally, let H be a countable p-group whose a th
Ulm invariant is v if a - v q n and is 0 otherwise.
ÄTHEOREM 2.3. For a p-group G of non-measurable cardinality, G, the
completion of G in the pvqn-projecti¨ e topology can be identified with the
double-dual of G with respect to H.
Proof. Consider a slightly different topology on G, given by the neigh-
9 .borhood base of 0, T G , consisting of those subgroups X : G such thatn
GrX is a reduced countable group of length at most v q n. Note that
every homomorphism G ª H is continuous in this topology. In addition, if
9 .X g T G , then GrX is isomorphic to a summand of H, so that it isn
H-reflexive. This implies that G** can be identified with the completion of
G in this topology, whenever G has non-measurable cardinality.
If L is a reduced dsc of length at most v q n and non-measurable
cardinality, then L is a summand of a sum of a non-measurable collection
w xof copies of H. By the main result of 12 , H is slender, and so L is
9 .H-reflexive. Therefore, such an L is T L -complete.n
For an arbitrary G, every homomorphism G ª H is continuous in the
 .T G -topology. Therefore, if G has non-measurable cardinality and X gn
 .T G , we need to show that K s GrX is H-reflexive. The result, there-n
fore, will be a consequence of the following:
CLAIM. If K is a pvqn-projective p-group of non-measurable cardinal-
9 .ity, then K is T K -complete.n
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w n xLet P : K p be a subgroup such that KrP is S-cyclic. It is straight-
forward to construct a dsc group J of non-measurable cardinality such that
pvJ ( P. Let L be the amalgamation of J and K along P, so that
v  .L s J q K and P s J l K. Note that p L s P and LrP ( JrP [
 .KrP is S-cyclic.
 4 9 .  4If x is a T K -Cauchy net in K, then x can also be viewed as aa n a
9 .T L -Cauchy net in L. Since L is a dsc of measurable cardinality, it isn
9 .  4 T L -complete, so x converges to x g L. However, since LrK ( J qn a
.  .K rK ( Jr J l K ( JrP is S-cyclic, it readily follows that K is a
9 . 9 .T L -closed subgroup of L, so that x g K, and hence K is T K -n n
complete.
The attentive reader might wonder if the H we have chosen is unneces-
sarily large. For example, a natural conjecture might be that it could be
replaced by the Generalized Prufer Group H , which is the countableÈ vqn
group whose a th Ulm invariant is 1 if a - v or a s v q n y 1, and is 0
w xotherwise. By 11 , this will work if n s 0, but if n ) 0 then H fails tovqn
be slender. This means that G s [ H fails to be H -reflexive, sovqn vqni- v
that the H -double dual differs from the completion in the pvqn-vqn
projective topology.
3. POSSIBLE QUOTIENTS
p 6If A9 is a subgroup of the p-group A and E: 0 ª C ª X A ª 0 is
an exact sequence, then a homomorphism f: A9 ª A is a partial splitting
if p (f is the identity on A9, and f is ¨aluated if it does not decrease
 . vqnp-heights computed in A and X . If E is p -pure and A is separable,
w n x then there is a valuated partial splitting f : A p ª X see, for example,
w x.Lemma 4 of 8 . We also utilize the following easily checked fact: if B is a
torsion-complete p-group, C is a S-cyclic p-group, n, k - v, and
n kw xg : p B p ª C is a valuated homomorphism, then there is an m ) n
m k w x.  .such that g p B p s 0 see, for example, Lemma 3.2 below .
LEMMA 3.1. If C is a S-cyclic p-group and B is a torsion-complete
p-group, then
v2p Ext B , C s 0. .
p v26Proof. Suppose E: 0 ª C ª X B ª 0 is p -pure. We will use
induction to construct a strictly increasing sequence n , n , n , . . . of1 2 3
def n jj w xpositive integers and valuated partial splittings f : L s p B p ªk k jF k
X such that f is an extension of f . Supposing we have constructed nk ky1 k
and f , we now show how to construct n and f . Since E isk kq1 kq1
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vqkq1 kq1w xp -pure, there is a valuated partial splitting m: B p ª X. Note
n kk w xthat f and m are both partial splittings when restricted to p B p . Itk
follows that g s f y m can be viewed as a valuated homomorphismk
n kk w xp B p ª C. By the observation immediately preceding the proof, there
n kkq 1 w x.is an n ) n such that g p B p s 0. It follows that f and mkq1 k k
n kkq 1 w xagree on p B p .
n kq1kq 1 w xWe now define f : L s L q p B p ª X by setting itkq1 kq1 k
n kq1kq 1 w xequal to f on L and m on p B p . We need to verify that f isk k kq1
also a valuated homomorphism. To this end, suppose x q y s z g L ,kq1
n kq1 n n kq1kq 1 kq1 kq1w x w xwith x g L and y g p B p . If x g p B, then z g p B p ,k
 .  .so that the height of f z s m z in X is as least as large as the heightkq1
nkq 1of z in B. If x f p B, then
ht z s ht x Fmin ht f x , n 4 .  .  . .k kq1
F min ht f x , ht m y F ht f z . 4 .  .  . . .  .k kq1
Note that if L s D L , then L is a large subgroup of B, and ifk k
f s D f , then f is a valuated partial splitting L ª X. Since f does notk k
decrease heights and BrL is S-cyclic, f extends to a homomorphism
f : B ª X. Next, observe that p (f y 1 vanishes on L, so it determinesB
v2 .a homomorphism l: BrL ª B. Since E is p - pure and BrL is S-cyclic,
it follows that l factors through X. In other words, there is a homomor-
phism h: B ª X such that p (h s p (f y 1 , from which we can con-B
clude that f y h is a splitting of E.
w x  . w xWe say G p is efi essentially finitely indecomposable if G p does not
have a valuated summand which is free and unbounded as a valuated
w xvector space. If G is torsion-complete, then G p is efi, so the following is
a straightforward generalization of an earlier remark:
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose G is a separable p-group whose socle is efi. If C is a
w k xS-cyclic group and g : G p ª C is a ¨aluated homomorphism, then there is
 n w k x.an n such that g p G p s 0.
w xProof. Suppose first that k s 1. It follows from Theorem 1 of 4 that
w xG p is the valuated sum K [ L, where K is the kernel of g and L is a
w xfree valuated vector space. Since G p is efi, L must be bounded, so that
n w xp G p : K for some n, proving the result in this case. The overall result
then follows from induction as in Lemma 1.1.
This lemma implies that in Lemma 3.1 we could replace B by any group
whose socle is efi. We pause to mention a slightly unusual notational
Tconvention which we find convenient: If A and B are groups, let A B"
denote the torsion product of A and B.
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Suppose G is a separable p-group and H is another p-group. The pure
`exact sequence 0 ª G ª G ª [ Z ª 0 determines another pure ex-pa
act sequence
p 6
T T0 ª G H ª G H H ª 0.[" "
a
y1 v .T TNote that the p-adic closure of G H in G H equals p p [ H ," " a
 ::Tand we denote this by G . We are interested in conditions under" &
 ::T Twhich G H can be identified with G H, i.e., the [ -completion" " c
Tof G H."
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose H is a direct sum of countable p-groups with
v2  ::Tp H s 0 and G is a separable p-group whose socle is efi. Then G H"&
Tcan be identified with G H. In particular, if G is torsion-complete, then"
TG H is [ -complete." c
Proof. First, H ( [ H , where pvH is cyclic for each i g I. Sincei iig I
both p-adic closure and [ -completion commute with direct sums, itc
follows that we may assume that pvH ( Z k .p
v w k x vTNote that G p H ( G p , and since the elements of p H all have"
infinite height, it easily follows that this isomorphism can be assumed to
 w x.Tpreserve heights computed in G H and G; see 64.2 of 3 . If C is"
TS-cyclic and g : G H ª C is a homomorphism, then by Lemma 3.2,"
 n v .Tthere is an integer n such that g p G p H s 0. Conversely, for every"
n there is an exact sequence:
n T v T T v n T0 ª p G p H ª G H ª G Hrp H [ Grp G H . /  /" " " "
Since HrpvH and GrpnG are S-cyclic, the same is true of the right-hand
 .  n v .T Tgroup in this sequence. It therefore follows that G H r p G p H" "
is S-cyclic.
TThe last paragraph shows that the [ -topology on G H is deter-"c
n v n w k xTmined by the subgroups p G p H ( p G p . We can, therefore,"&
Tthink of an element of G H as a sequence x , x , . . . , where x y x g" 1 2 i j
i T vp G p H whenever i - j. Consider the sequence y s x y x g" i i 1
v k n vw x w xT TG p H ( G p . We can identify lim y with y g G p ( G p H," "i
v .  .T T Tso that lim x s y q x g G p H q G H : G H. It follows" " "i 1
vT T Tthat G H can be identified with G p H q G H. There is also a" " "
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short exact sequence
v v vT T0 ª G p H ª G p H ª p [ H ª 0," " a
&
y1 v v . T T Tso that it follows that p p [ H s G p H q G H s H G." " "a
 w x.We now recall some terminology originally due to Megibben see 13 :
If l is a countable limit ordinal, then a p-group G is a C if Grp bG is al
dsc for every b - l. One important feature of a C -group G is thel
existence of a l-basic subgroup, i.e., a pl-pure subgroup B which is a dsc
such that GrB is divisible.
vTHEOREM 3.4. If M is a p-group such that Mrp M is S-cyclic, and B is
Ttorsion-complete, then B M is [ -complete." c
Proof. Note that M is a C , so there is a pv2-pure sequence 0 ªv2
v2 K ª M ª D ª 0, where K is a dsc, p K s 0, and D is divisible K is
. v2v2-basic in M . There is, therefore, a p -pure sequence
p 6
T T0 ª B K ª B M B ª 0.[" "
a
TSuppose x is a [ -Cauchy sequence in B M, in other words, a"i c
sequence such that for every S-cyclic group C and every homomorphism
 . Tg : B M ª C, g x converges in the p-adic topology of C see Lemma" i
w x.2 of 7 . We may assume that x is neat in the p-adic topology. Theni
 .p x is [ -Cauchy in [ B, and since this group is [ -complete, there isi c a c
 .  .Ty g B M such that p x converges to p y . Note x y y g" i i
i .  .T T Tp B M q B K , so there is a z g B K such that x y y q" " "i i
i .  .  .Tz g p B M . If i - j, then z y z s x y y q z y x y y q z y"i i j i i j j
i .  .Tx y x g p B M , so that z forms a neat p-adic sequence in"i j i
TB K."
TWe now claim that z is [ -Cauchy in B K, but before we do, we"i c
observe that this actually completes the proof. To see this, we note that K
v2 Tis a dsc with p K s 0, and it follows from Lemma 3.3 that B K is"
[ -complete. We could, therefore, conclude that z converges to someic
T Tz g B K, and from this it follows that x converges to y y z g B M." "i
TTurning to our claim, let C be S-cyclic and g : B K ª C be a"
 .homomorphism. We need to show that g z converges in C. There is ani
exact sequence
v2T THom B M , C ª Hom B K , C ª p Ext B , C . .  . [" "  /
a
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v2 v 2 .  .By Lemma 3.1, p Ext [ B, C (  p Ext B, C s 0. Therefore gaa
Textends to a homomorphism g : B M ª C. Now, since x is [ -Cauchy" i c
 .Tin B M, it follows that g x converges, say to w g C. Therefore," i
 .  .  .  .  .g z s g y y g x q g x y y q z converges to g y y w q 0 in C,i i i i
completing the proof.
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose N is an arbitrary p-group. Then there is a group X
Ä  .such that Xrt X ( N.X
Proof. Let M be a p-group such that pvM ( N and MrpvM is
S-cyclic. In addition, let G be an unbounded separable p-group such that
T`GrG ( Z . We claim that X s M G will do the trick."p
v2 `There is a p -pure exact sequence 0 ª M ª H ª Z ª 0 wherev2 v 2 p
.H is the generalized Prufer group of length v2 , which can be used toÈv2
generate another pv2-pure exact sequence 0 ª K ª H ª M ª 0, where
 w x.T T T`H s H M and K s M M and M ( Z M; see 9 . Note" " "v2 v 2 p
w x v2that M is a C , so that by Corollary 7 of 6 , H is a dsc and p H s 0.v2
Consider the diagram
p 9 6
T T0 ªG H ªG H H ª0" "
6 6 6
h h h1 2 3
p 6
T T0 ªG M ªG M M ª0" "
TSince the bottom row is pure and G M is [ -complete, there is an" c
Ä y1 v .embedding X : p p M . To show the reverse containment, suppose
y1 v . v2 v  .  .y g p p M . By p -purity, there is a z g p H such that h z s p y .3
 .TLet y9 g G H satisfy p 9 y9 s z. By Lemma 3.2, there is a [ -Cauchy" c
 .Tsequence x in G H which converges to y9. Note that h x will be a"i 1 i
 .T[ -Cauchy sequence in G M which converges to h y9 . In addition," 2c
  ..  .  .  .p y y h y9 s p y y p y s 0, so y y h y9 can be viewed as an2 2
 .  .Telement of G M. Therefore, if w s h x q y y h y9 , then w is" i 1 i 2 i
 .  .T[ -Cauchy in G M which converges to h y9 q y y h y9 s y." 2 2c
y1 .TIt follows from this that 0 ª G M ª p N ª N ª 0 can be"
Ä Ä  .identified with 0 ª X ª X ª Xrt X ª 0, proving this result.X
COROLLARY 3.6. If N is a p-group of non-measurable cardinality and
 .nA ( [ Z , then there is a group G such that G**rs G ( N.p Gn
Proof. Non-measurability allows us to replace completions by A-double
duals.
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